
Reading Comprehension1

We read several of the stories. How much can we remember?

Who is who?

Match the name in the box to the description.

1. The owner of the Big House and the landlord for all the people who live there

2. A young adult who finished university and came to 'the big city' for his or her first 'real job.'

3. A young adult who grew up2 in the Big House, but moved out and then came back again.

What can you remember?

Can you remember the answers to these questions?

1. How did Carmen find her apartment in the Big House? Why did she pick3 it?

2. What is Carla Geldsack's advice about living in the Big House and the city in general?

3. What does Carmen's father notice about Henry when Henry opens the door?

4. What about the Big House makes Henry call it a 'commune'?

5. Why doesn't Henry want a 'normal' programming or 'coding' job?

6. About how many people live in the Big House?

7. Henry says that “nobody likes vegans.” Why is he a vegan?

8. Who did Henry think Carmen was when she rang the bell?

9. What does Carmen like about the window in her apartment?

Body language

In the story, we learned a lot of words for body parts and actions. What are these in German?

1. eyebrows

2. shrug your shoulders

3. barefoot

4. roll your eyes

5. shake your head

1 That's the big 'school word' for 'understanding what you read.'
2 To 'grow up' is the process of changing from a baby into a child and then into an adult.
3 Here, 'pick' means to select or choose it from among different options.

Carmen, Carla Geldsack, Henry



Phrasal verbs!

The stories include a lot of phrasal verbs. Match the phrasal verbs with their meanings.

Phrasal verb

1. break up

2. fall in love

3. keep to yourself

4. show off

5. take off

6. lend a hand

Meaning / definition

A. To leave

B. To be a private person

C. To end a romantic relationship

D. To help

E. To start being attracted to someone

F. To try to impress someone by doing something difficult

Looking ahead4!

Have you ever been in an apartment with thin walls5? Or, have you been in a big city?You may 

think you know what will happen. Try and answer these questions in one sentence.

1. What will the other tenants of the Big House be like?

2. What problems have you had living with other people in your life?

3. What problems are normal to have in a building full of apartments?

4. What kind of problems will Carmen have in her first weeks?

5. What was your first day of work like?

6. What is the first day at work like for most people?

7. Can an English teacher write a good romantic story?

8. Do you expect romance in this story?

9. Did you ever live in a big city? Did you like it?

10. Will Carmen like life in New Spork City?

4 To 'look ahead' is another way to say 'look in front of you' or, in this case, 'look into the future.' You can use it in a 
business context to say things like “looking ahead, we expect our sales of the UltraProduct to increase when we 
discontinue the SuperProduct.”

5 We say an apartment has 'thin walls'  when it is easy to hear what is happening in the other apartments.


